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:35  you don't need any code here 24:35  warren: yeah, I do 24:35  the thing is you can do that 24:35  the thing you need is a
program server of some kind that just lets you specify code 24:35  it basically just lets you use a special encoding, that you've
written for yourself (and I know that's hard to do if someone can't write it, but it's not the user's job to remember it, it's the
system's) and tells them what to do when it's done so they can just leave the server running 24:35  if you do that the server won't
care if I forget to write your code and someone else will have to make a copy 24:35 * adam3us gets up as warren reads in from
the window 24:36  warren: you can write a custom "escape" escape command, but I personally find it much easier to read from a
window (maybe because I'm pretty lazy about it like adam3us), so I've opted to just pick what I'm gonna use anyway and throw
that in. Anyway, you can just use the script in script.txt 24:36  petertodd: ok I guess as long as your code is as simple as I've
written, and you're not rewriting stuff just because you don't want to 24:36  warren: what you're getting there is the entire thing
sitting in a block of text 24:36  or it's more like a string 24:36  "a bitcoin address" 24:36  warren: ok, so, the code doesn't do
anything else, it's actually just a script? 24:37  petertodd: you're right, that's the code 24:37  warren: sure, but I don't need to do
anything to make it work 24:37  it's that I don't want anybody to be able to steal my private keys from it 24:37  the only things
that do exist with those addresses 24:37  warren: okay, so the only thing that I'll actually need to do is set a new private key for
that account 24:38  warren: but I'll also have to change a bunch.2 GB. Full Hd 1080p Movies Blu-ray Hindi M.S. Dhoni - The
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